
 

 

Information for October and November 2015  

This information concerns children under the age of 18 who are waiting for a 

decision in their case. Many children have recently come to Norway 

unaccompanied and applied for protection. The UDI therefore has many cases 

waiting to be processed at the moment. We give priority to children who come to 

Norway unaccompanied and who are under the age of 15. The waiting period 

will nonetheless be longer now that we have so many cases to consider. It will 

be some time before we can interview you. We have to interview you before we 

can consider your application for protection (asylum).  

When will you be interviewed?  
If you are under the age of 15: 

We estimate that you may have to wait for up to 4 months from you submitted 

your application until you are interviewed. If you are going to undergo an age 

examination, it can take even longer before you are interviewed. You will be 

notified if you have to undergo an age examination.  

If you are between the ages of 15 and 18:  

We estimate that you will have to wait for up to 7 months from you submitted 

your application until you are interviewed. You may find that some people are 

interviewed sooner than others. That is because the UDI does not always follow 

a queue system. If you have to wait longer, it does not mean that there is 
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something wrong with your case or that we have forgotten about you. The UDI 

has chosen to do things this way for practical reasons.  

If you are pregnant or have serious health problems, you can ask us to give 

priority to your case. 

When will you receive an answer to your application?  
At your interview, you will be told how long you will have to wait for an answer to 

your application.  

If you are under the age of 15, you will probably have to wait for up to 3 months. 

If you are between the ages of 15 and 18, you will probably have to wait for up 

to 5 months.  

We do not always follow a queue system, and some people may receive an 

answer before you do. That does not mean that there is something wrong with 

your case or that the UDI has forgotten about you. It has to do with how the UDI 

organises its work. You therefore cannot expect to receive an answer at the 

same time as people who were interviewed on the same day as you.  

Some cases also take longer to process than the waiting time we estimate. This 

applies both to those who are under the age of 15 and to those who are over the 

age of 15. How long you have to wait depends on what investigations we have 

to carry out in your case. 

How long you have to wait has no bearing on whether or not you will be allowed 

to stay in Norway. We will let your lawyer know when we have finished 

processing your case.  

To representatives: While the child is waiting to be 

summoned for an interview or waiting for an answer to 

his/her application 
We ask you not to phone the UDI to ask about the status of the application 

during this period. It will not lead to us booking the interview or processing the 

case any sooner. Nor will we be able to provide further information about when 

the case will be decided.  

Information about waiting times may change. New information about waiting 

times will be provided in the next information letter at the beginning of 

December. More information about waiting times is available at www.udi.no 

(under 'case processing times').  

http://www.udi.no/

